TRANSFORM THE WORLD.

DESIGN WITH
VECTORWORKS

FUNDAMENTALS.

Vectorworks® Fundamentals software gives you the freedom to design
in your own way. With a streamlined set of tools, you can capture
and develop your ideas all in one place. Intuitive, 2D/3D modeling
capabilities, combined with best-in-industry, integrated rendering tools,
will transform your design process and help you produce beautiful
drawings and high-quality, professional documentation with ease.
Explore what you can do with Vectorworks Fundamentals.

VECTORWORKS // FUNDAMENTALS

SIMPLIFY YOUR

PROCESS
Your time is valuable—and Vectorworks
software enables you to spend more of that time
designing. Vectorworks Fundamentals empowers
you to work faster and more efficiently.

POWERFUL

CONCEPTUALIZATION
With Vectorworks Fundamentals, nothing stands
between you and your drawings. Import hand sketches,
site pictures, and even documents or models from
other applications with ease. Invoke ideas in 2D,
and explore them in 3D with free-form models.
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SIMPLIFY YOUR PROCESS

ACCESS MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

CUSTOM FILE ORGANIZATION

SEARCH BAR

POWERFUL

PREVIEW

RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
CUSTOMIZATION
Vectorworks software’s Resource Manager puts the
ability, at your fingertips, to create, edit, and apply
desired resources to your designs. Easily find what
you need with powerful search and filtering, search
based on keywords, and access your resources directly
from Vectorworks software’s parametric tools.
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RESOURCE DATA

VECTORWORKS // FUNDAMENTALS

ENHANCE YOUR

WORKFLOW
Vectorworks Fundamentals gives you a robust
suite of resources to optimize your workflow.
Whether you’re drafting or preparing to share
a model with your project team, Vectorworks
software offers features and tools that are
designed with you and your workflows in mind.

CREATIVE

MODELING
SOLUTIONS
Design without limitations. Vectorworks Fundamentals

Fundamentals also features SmartCursor™ technology

provides an advanced suite of Parasolid-based

that gives you hints to design more accurately; as

solids and NURBS surface tools that let you create

well as subdivision modeling tools that transform

any shape and easily explore geometry. Push, pull,

primitive shapes into smooth, malleable surfaces so

blend, twist, sculpt, deform, or punch holes.

you can craft sculpted objects, unique furniture, and
more. With our software, you can create any form.
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ENHANCE YOUR WORKFLOW

VECTORWORKS // FUNDAMENTALS

INTUITIVE INTERFACE AND

DRAFTING TOOLS
Do what you do best — design. Fundamentals’ customizable
interface and intuitive display make it easier to learn
and use than other design applications. Our software
enhances the design process, delivering intuitive drafting
tools that empower you to keep your creative edge.

SUPERIOR 2D

DOCUMENTATION
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Make drawing fast and fun, no matter how complicated the

Use a full spectrum of dimensioning tools that support

design. Our streamlined drafting environment includes a

common standards. Take advantage of text and notation

suite of drawing and editing tools that make quick work

capabilities that make your drawings even more powerful.

of any type of project. Explore parametric constraints

For your finishing touches, stylize the text with a choice of

that maintain relationships between 2D objects.

fonts and sizes, check your spelling, and extrude text into 3D.
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ENHANCE YOUR WORKFLOW
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SEAMLESS

INTEROPERABILITY

VECTORWORKS FUNDAMENTALS FILE IMPORT/EXPORT CAPABILITIES
File Type

Exchange NURBS models with Rhino software or concept
models with a variety of modeling software packages.

Cinema 4D (.C4D)

Support of both import and export of OBJ and STL file

Export

File Type

Import

Export

IMAGE FILES
(GIF, BMP, TIF, JPG, PNG)

formats lets you explore the full range of design options

Cinema 4D Textures

by incorporating information from multiple sources,
making sweeping changes quickly and easily.

Import

.EPSF

.OBJ

COLLADA

.3DM

Using several other common file formats, you can

.DWG

Database

communicate effectively with your consultants and
collaborators who may be using other CAD software.

.IGS

DWF

Vectorworks Fundamentals offers support for exchanging 3D

.DXF

models and drawings using DWG/DXF/DWF, C4D, and STL.

.DWF

.TIF

DXF/DWG
EPSF

.PSD

FBX
.STP

.JPG

HDRI

OBJ
Parasolid X_T
Rhino (.3DM)
SAT
Script
STP
STL
Worksheet

IGS
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SHARE YOUR

VISION

STUDENT

CLIENT
DESIGNER

Good communication is key to your design process,
and with Vectorworks Fundamentals, you have more
options than ever to share your ideas and inspiration.

CLOUD
SERVICES

CONSULTANT
Vectorworks is committed to communication and collaboration.
With Vectorworks Fundamentals, our Cloud Services
environment is openly available to everyone, giving you the

PROFESSOR

ability to easily share files between team members and
providing a simple interface for collaborators and clients to
tour your models using our mobile app, Vectorworks Nomad.
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SHARE YOUR VISION

ENDLESS
IMAGES
Make your work even more compelling and easier to
communicate with digital imagery. Import scans, digital
photos, or web images. Import or export a wide array
of image files, including Illustrator® EPS and native
Photoshop® PSD files. Also, export your design for
inclusion in your firm’s marketing materials or website.
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INSPIRE YOUR

CLIENTS
With stunning, photorealistic renderings, designers
can showcase material selection options, make
effective lighting decisions, and generate highquality documentation and presentation boards.
With Vectorworks Fundamentals, you have all
the tools necessary to wow your clients.

INTEGRATED

RENDERING
Vectorworks Fundamentals includes Renderworks, the
best-in-industry rendering feature set built on the awardwinning Cinema 4D render engine. Renderworks provides the
tools necessary to visualize your work throughout the design
process while producing clear and accurate illustrations.
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INSPIRE YOUR CLIENTS

WINNING

PRESENTATIONS
Vectorworks Fundamentals provides designers with a
comprehensive “what you see is what you get” suite of design
tools built to create the industry’s best 2D presentations.
Fine-tune line weights, adjust color opacity, and add drop
shadows to produce stunning presentations—all from
within Vectorworks Fundamentals’ intuitive interface.
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SYSTEM

REQUIREMENTS
Mac OS X 10.10
Mac OS X 10.11
Windows 7 SP 1 (64-bit)
Windows 8 (64-bit)
Windows 8.1 (64-bit)
Windows 10 (64-bit)
64-bit Intel Core i5
(or AMD equivalent) or better
RAM
4GB minimum
8GB recommended
8GB-16GB recommended for large
files and complex renderings

ABOUT

VECTORWORKS

* Several Vectorworks features have placed
higher demands on graphic hardware.
Additionally, the performance and quality of the
graphics provided by the Vectorworks Graphics
Module depend directly on the speed, memory,
and supported extensions of the graphics
card. These features have the potential to
provide a very fast and fluid experience if used
on capable hardware, or a noticeably slower
experience if used on older or incompatible
hardware. Graphic cards should support at
a minimum OpenGL version 2.1; cards not
meeting this recommendation will have limited
functionality and poor performance, particularly
when rendering in OpenGL mode. In general,
the more powerful your graphics card is, the
better your Vectorworks experience will be.

Vectorworks cares about design. Since 1985, we have

For the most current and updated
technical information, please visit our
Knowledgebase at kbase.vectorworks.net.
See vectorworks.net/sysreq/
for updated information.

communicate effectively, and realize their vision.

served the architecture, landscape, and entertainment
industries, drawing inspiration from the world around us and
encouraging the more than 650,000 designers who use our
software to create experiences that transform the world.
Our commitment to develop the world’s best cross-platform
design software has taught us a simple truth: great design
begins with the inspiration of the designer. Vectorworks
supports that inspiration by guiding the exploration of
discovery and finding creative solutions. We provide powerful
tools to help designers capture ideas, nurture innovation,

We serve those who desire to create experiences that are
memorable and build things that truly matter. We recognize

Graphics*

that great design is about revealing opportunities that

A dedicated graphics card is required

explore the unexpected, while fully satisfying the demands

OpenGL 2.1 compatible graphics card

of an increasingly complex world. We acknowledge the

VRAM: 1GB minimum,

value of a designer’s dream and strive to facilitate the

2GB-4GB recommended

creation of something that’s truly appreciated and uniquely
positioned to express the best in the built environment.

Screen Resolution
1440x900 minimum
1920x1080 or higher recommended
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